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We give a preliminary description of ProppML, an annotation scheme designed to capture all
the components of a Proppian-style morphological analysis of narratives. This work represents
the first fully complete annotation scheme for Proppian morphologies, going beyond previous
annotation schemes such as PftML, ProppOnto, Bod et al., and our own prior work. Using
ProppML we have annotated Propp’s morphology on fifteen tales (18,862 words) drawn from his
original corpus of Russian folktales. This is a significantly larger set of data than annotated in
previous studies. This pilot corpus was constructed via double annotation by two highly trained
annotators, whose annotations were then combined after discussion with a third highly trained
adjudicator, resulting in gold standard data which is appropriate for training machine learning
algorithms. Agreement measures calculated between both annotators show very good agreement
(F1 > 0.75, κ > 0.9 for functions; F1 > 0.6 for moves; and F1 > 0.8, κ > 0.6 for dramatis
personae). This is the first robust demonstration of reliable annotation of Propp’s system.
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1 Introduction
Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale is Propp’s attempt to “make an examination of
the forms of the tale which will be as exact as the morphology of organic formations” [39,
p. xxv]. While previous work on motifs and tale types by Roman Volkov [44] and Antti
Aarne [1] made attempts at creating a system for expressing and describing components of
folktale, Propp dismissed these as both unscientific and suggesting the incorrect notion that
there is a clear-cut division into types. As the first example of its kind, Propp’s work aimed
to capture the formulaic repetition that is present in folktales in a precise and relatively
formal way.
With today’s more advanced mathematical and conceptual machinery, Propp’s theory
can be described as a plot grammar, which lists the elemental plot pieces and their possible
orders that may occur in folktales (Propp called his plot pieces functions). Propp’s theory
also describes the high-level organization of tales (moves), the instantiated forms of functions
(what we have called elsewhere function subtypes), long-distance dependencies between
function subtypes, exceptions and other complications (inversions and trebling), and character
archetypes (dramatis personae), which correlate with particular functions. To derive and
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provide evidence for his theory he analyzed approximately 100 Russian hero tales drawn
from the collection of Aleksandr Afanas’ev [2], providing for each tale a list of functions
that appear and the order of their combination. Propp noted that his particular list of
functions and subtypes, and their orders, was applicable only to this specific set of Russian
tales; others, such as Alan Dundes [8] and Benjamin Colby [6], have shown, however, that
Proppian-style analyses may profitably be performed for other cultures.
Propp’s morphology is a seminal work in the field of folklore and narratology, inspiring
many counter-reactions [31, 32] and extensions [8, 25], and it continues to inspire generations
of scholars. Within the field of computational narrative, Propp’s morphology has a substantial
number of potential applications for three reasons. First, Propp’s morphology is one of the
most formal narratological treatments developed so far, having a relatively clear method for
determining and extracting theory components from text. Second, Propp’s work separates
content from form, allowing a description and analysis of a plot without requiring its
instantiation directly into language. These two points combine to make Propp’s morphology
readily applicable to the creation of computational models. Third, properties of Propp’s
morphology—that functions always occur in the same sequence—makes them a powerful tool
for story generation. Propp’s work has been applied in systems as diverse as textual story
generation [12, 23, 24], support and guidance for children during story creation activities [33],
and as a means of varying sign language for virtual characters based on conflict to enhance
computer generated sign language [41].
There have been a number of objections to Propp. Propp’s work has been criticized for
its separation of form from content, treating content as “less important” than form [32, p.
179], making the mistake of trying to “characterize a tale without mentioning the motifs” [5,
p. 194]. His work has been considered inconsistent, because even as he attempts to separate
content from form, morphological criteria “reintroduce some aspects of content” [32, p. 179].
Additional criticisms target the reproducibility of Propp’s work [4] and that Propp’s work is
not sufficient to account for the diversity of plots in fairy tales [5].
Surprisingly, despite the deep interest in Propp’s work in computational narrative circles,
one of the most fundamental questions regarding Propp’s morphology has not been satis-
factorily answered: taking Propp’s list of functions as a given, is the morphology specified
precisely enough that an independent person will find, in the same tales, the same functions
that Propp did?
In this work we address this question. We designed a complete annotation scheme for
Propp’s morphology, which goes beyond all previous annotation schemes to capture every
piece of Propp’s morphology in a linguistically sophisticated way: past work (e.g., [35]) does
not address implicit functions, dramatis personae, or moves, nor does it provide a fully
annotated corpus. We ran a double-annotation experiment where we extensively trained
three people over several months in the workings of Propp’s system (especially the list of
functions and subtypes), and had them annotate 15 single-move tales drawn from Propp’s
original corpus. It should be noted that while these tales are all technically single-move, in
accordance with Propp’s original annotations, preparatory functions are not a part of the
main move and thus comprise, in effect, their own ‘preparatory’ move. Agreement measures
calculated over this set of data shows that Propp’s system can be reliably applied by human
annotators to single-move tales. While prior work has addressed this question (e.g., [4]),
prior work has failed to adequately train annotators, our work addresses this shortcoming
and is the first to robustly demonstrate the reliability of applying Propp’s system. This
result shows that human annotation of Propp’s morphology on single-move tales has a high
agreement (F1 > 0.75 and κ > 0.9 for functions, F1 > 0.6 for moves, F1 > 0.8 and κ > 0.6
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for dramatis personae). In general, these results are very good, with the κ for functions being
“near perfect.” Annotation and analysis of multi-move tales is ongoing, but show the same
trends and will be reported in future articles.
Our work lays the foundation for the machine learning of Proppian functions. Preliminary
versions of the data presented here [13] has already been used to demonstrate that learning
Propp’s function from text is possible [16].
1.1 Outline of the Paper
In §2, we describe how the experimental design of double-annotation addresses the question
at hand. Then, in §3, we explain how our annotation scheme improves on prior work to
design of our annotation scheme, and give a high-level description of the scheme with an
example annotation. We give a full formal BNF specification of the scheme in Appendix A.
In §4, we describe the selection of data, the annotation procedure (including training of the
annotators), and the tools used during annotation. In §5 we show the results and discuss the
agreement measures. In §6 we cover related work, including prior attempts at answering the
experimental question.
2 Experimental Design
The question at hand is whether Propp’s theory is reliable. By reliable, we mean something
quite specific: will independent people agree with each other when applying Propp’s theory?
There are several ways to define “agree with each other,” in particular:
Q1. Taking as given Propp’s general approach, list of functions, and identified functions in
specific tales, will independent people agree with each other as to where and whether
those functions appear in those tales?
Q2. Taking as given Propp’s general approach and list of functions, will independent people
agree with each other, and also agree with Propp (as appropriate), when asked to find
his functions in tales?
Q3. Taking as given Propp’s general approach, will independent people agree with each
other, and with Propp (as appropriate), as to the set of functions that are indicated by a
particular set of tales?
As can be seen the level of generality of the questions progresses from quite specific in Q1
to fairly general in Q3. In this work we address Q1 with regard to single-move tales. We will
address Q1 for multi-move tales and Q2 generally in future work. As for Q3, others have
addressed this manually [9, 6], and we have begun to address it computationally [16].
What experimental design is appropriate to answer Q1? As pointed out by Bod et al.
[4], a double-annotation paradigm is one appropriate approach to addressing the reliability
of a textual marking scheme, and is the approach we follow here. In a double-annotation
experiment, two people are trained in the operation of the scheme (these are called the
annotators), and are asked to independently mark up texts with the scheme. The agreement
between the two sets of markings created by the annotators is measured using appropriate
statistical agreement measures such as the F-measure [20, 43] or Fleiss’ kappa [19]. High
agreements indicate a positive answer to the question. Further, a gold standard marking
of the texts (suitable for machine learning) can be generated by having the two annotators
confer to resolve disagreements, sometimes assisted by a third party (called the adjudicator).
Conducting such a double-annotation experiment entails the following steps:
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1. Define an appropriate and complete annotation scheme. (§3)
2. Select the texts to be annotated. (§4.1)
3. Assemble or build the tools required to do the annotation. (§4.2)
4. Train the annotators and adjudicator in both the scheme and the tools. (§4.3)
5. The annotators perform the annotation. (§4.4)
6. Measure agreement between the annotators. (§5)
7. Optional: The adjudicator eliminates disagreements to generate gold standard data.
(§4.4)
In reality, there is often a loop between steps 6 and 1, as noted elsewhere [40, 17], because
analysis of the data reveals flaws in the scheme, which requires revision and a repeat of the
experiment. We had already progressed through such a loop several times during previous
attempts at annotation of Propp’s scheme, and we discuss the lessons we learned in those
loops, and how they were integrated into this final scheme, in the next section.
3 Design of ProppML
The point of an annotation scheme is to capture, in a precise way, all the different “moving
parts” of the phenomena to be annotated. There should be a way of notating every important
distinction provided by the theory that backs the scheme, and, for text annotation schemes,
associating those notations to the relevant spans of text.
In our approach to annotating Propp’s morphology, we split the task into three separate
schemes: functions, moves, and dramatis personae. Collectively we refer to these as ProppML.
Although the schemes are separate, they do cross-reference each other in specific places (i.e.,
the move scheme refers to the function scheme), as well as reference other related annotation
schemes as described below.
All three schemes allow association of Propp’s theoretical constructs of functions, moves,
and dramatis personae with the text under consideration. This association is implemented
by reference to character offsets, anchored by identified token boundaries. As described in
[13], the texts are first run through a tokenizer (in this case, from the Stanford CoreNLP
suite [36]) that splits the text into single tokens. These tokens are indexed to character
offsets in the text as described in Appendix A. The ProppML schemes then refer to the
tokens by unique id numbers.
We sketch out the important parts of ProppML in each of the three following subsections.
The full details for each of these parts are found in Appendix A.
3.1 ProppML: Function Scheme
The first of the three schemes allows an annotator to notate the presence of functions in
the text. Functions are split into two portions: the function tag and one or more function
instances. The function tag allows the annotator to mark three pieces of information: the
type of the function, whether or not the function is inverted, and the symbol for the
function.
The function type marks the function as a Normal, a Prepatory function, or the Initial
situation. Separating these out is important because Propp does not specifically note where
the Preparatory and Initial functions occur, and preparatory and initial functions do not
participate in the normal Move structure of the tale [39, pp. 108–109].
The primary symbol of the function is one of the most memorable parts of Propp’s theory.
He identified, for example, the function Villainy, and gave it the symbol A. Propp gave
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the function Reward the symbol W . Importantly, Propp also identified various function
subtypes, indicated by a combination of superscripts and subscripts on the primary symbol.
Our scheme allows the symbol and its super- and sub-scripts to be marked by alphanumeric
strings in the appropriate positions.
One of the important innovations of our marking scheme is the notion of a function
instance. In our early approaches to marking Propp [13], when Propp indicated a function
was present, we noted that there often was not one unambiguous occurrence of that function.
Propp himself admited this when he identified the phenomenon of trebling, which is where a
particular function is repeated three times. We found that repetition of this sort occurred in
many places where Propp did not indicate it. Our scheme allows these occurrences to be
marked as separate “instances” of the same function, which is important because instances of
one function can interleave with instances of other functions when the functions are repeated
in sequence. For example, in The Magic Swan Geese, the little girl encounters three potential
helpers (the stove, the tree, the river) at three separate times both when chasing the swan
geese and fleeing them1. In each case the DEF function sequence happens three times, and
in each repetition an instance of D precedes an instance of E which precedes an instance of
F . Therefore, without the ability to separate these instances, the scheme looses fidelity to
Propp’s theory.
Annotators may also mark a function instance as inverted, which was a part of Propp’s
theory which indicated when a plot piece did not fulfill its intended plot function, or was
fulfilled by a semantically opposite form [39, p. 116, note 4].
For each function instance the annotator is required to mark the type. This is an
important innovation of our scheme, because often Propp indicates that a function is present
in the text, but there is no span of text directly corresponding to the function. For example,
in Tale 148, Nikita the Tanner, the function B (dispatch of the hero on the quest) appears
explicitly when the Tzar asks Nikita to fight the dragon and rescue his daughter. In these
cases the annotator marks the instance with the type Actual, which indicates that the instance
actually occurs in the text of the tale. In the next sentence we see Nikita preparing to fight,
and so clearly the function C (the decision to go on the quest), has already occurred. In
these cases the annotators are instructed to find the closest logically connected event, mark
that as the instance, then mark the instance as either Antecedent or Subsequent, depending
on whether the connected event is before or after the presumed occurrence of the function in
the timeline.
Finally, annotators are also able to mark text spans corresponding to the signals for the
function and any inversion, and the full extent of the function. The separation of spans into
a signal portion and an extent is important. The identification of a signal span allows the
annotators to mark the key verbs (or other words) that most strongly indicate the presence
of the function or the inversion. The extent, on the other hand, allows the annotators to
indicate the full portion of the text that represents the function. The details of these spans
are covered in the Appendix.
3.2 ProppML: Move Scheme
The second of the three schemes allows annotators to mark the Move structure of the tale.
Moves are defined as the development from villainy or lack (functions A or a) to a terminal
1 Propp calls this “trebling”, although in practice this sort of repetition occurs in our corpus anywhere
from two to four times
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function; each lack or act of villainy creates a new move [39, p. 92]. The representation of
the move in our scheme is rather simple. Annotators first mark the move number, which is a
non-negative integer. The move numbered zero is conventionally deemed the “preparatory”
move, meaning all the preparatory functions, as well as the initial situation, are contained
within it. Thus even “single-move” tales in our scheme can have two moves: the preparatory
“pseudo-move”, and the actual move.
Each move is then represented as a sequence of function instances. Importantly, moves
are sets of function instances rather than functions themselves, as different instances of a
repeated function can be spread across different moves (see, for example, Tale 93 in [39,
pp. 136–137]). Within a move, function instances are ordered by their appearance in the
text.
3.3 ProppML: Dramatis Personae Scheme
The final annotation scheme in ProppML is the dramatis personae scheme, which marks
the role of various characters. As Propp describes, there are seven different character roles:
Hero, Villain, Donor, Helper, Princess, Dispatcher, and False Hero [39, pp. 79–80]. In
the data presented below, all the tales were previously marked with “coreference groups”
corresponding to bundles of co-refering referential expressions [13]. For example, in the text,
a single character might be referred to at different times as “Nikita”, “Nikita the Tanner”,
“he”, “him”, or “a tanner in the city of Kiev”. All these referential expressions referring to
Nikita are marked and bundled together into a single coreference group that is assigned a
unique identifying number. Annotators are then asked to assign any number of the seven
labels (including none) to each co-reference group in the text. Allowing multiple labels to
be assigned to a single character is important, as Propp notes that a single character can
fulfill multiple different roles, or a single role may be spread among different characters [39,
pp. 80–81].
3.4 Example Annotations
Figure 1 shows excerpts from actual annotated files, with the function, move, and dramatis
personae annotations. These files are in Story Workbench annotation format, which is
described elsewhere [14, 15]. A detailed BNF for each of the three annotation schemes is
found in Appendix A.
4 Data Production
4.1 Selection of Texts
Because answering Q1 requires us to know Propp’s list of functions for a tale, our raw text is
necessarily drawn from Propp’s original corpus, which he selected from Aleksandr Afanas’ev’s
collection of Russian folktales [2]. Propp analyzed 100 of these tales, publishing a subset of
his analyses (45 tales) in a table at the end of his monograph [39].
For this pilot study we restricted our analysis to single-move tales. The primary reason
for this is that the annotation is time-consuming, and the single move tales are among the
shortest in the collection. Selecting the single-move tales facilitated the production of a pilot
study, as well as provided initial evidence that further effort applied to the multi-move tales
(a much larger and longer set of text), would not be a waste. Further, we have already deeply
annotated a set of fifteen single-move tales (18,862 words) for our other work [13], and it
seemed appropriate to begin with those as the translations were already available.
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Figure 1 Selection of the annotation of The Magic Swan Geese [26, p. 349], provided for illustrative
purposes. Ellipses indicate removal of data to improve readability. We have included six annotation
layers, enclosed in <rep> tags: the text itself, tokens, Proppian function annotation, coreference
annotation, move annotation, and archetype annotation. For the function, coref, move, and archetype
layer, we only include the data applicable to the selection of text in the text layer. An in-depth
description of the annotation scheme can be found in Appendix A.
While Propp’s work was performed on the original Russian text, all of our work is
performed on English translations. This is generally considered acceptable for first-order
structural analysis [18]. Even given these restrictions, this pilot corpus is still a significantly
larger set of data than annotated in previous studies.
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4.2 The Story Workbench
Linguistic annotation usually requires some sort of computer tool support. In our case, we
had already developed the Story Workbench, a robust tool for annotating text in multiple
representations [14, 15]. The Story Workbench is a cross-platform and highly extensible
generic text annotation tool that was used to actually apply the ProppML annotation schemes
to the texts. The Story Workbench builds on top of popular, well-supported tools, uses
open-source libraries, and adopts widely-used and well-documented standards..
Story Workbench distinguishes between the programmatic format of annotations (rep-
resentations) and the actual annotations in that format (descriptions). Representations
in Story Workbench are designed to be reused and applied to multiple texts, rather than
existing only in annotations. There are currently more than 17 representations implemented
in Story Workbench, including the Proppian functions, archetypes, and moves we describe in
this paper.
Story Workbench supports single annotation, double annotation, and annotation develop-
ment. It supports the automatic creation of annotations, annotation problem identification
and migration, inspection of annotations, manual creation and correction of annotations,
comparing and contrasting annotations, annotation adjudication, and annotation scheme
implementation, among other features [13, The Story Workbench].
To perform the experiment described here, we implemented all three ProppML annotation
schemes in the Story Workbench codebase. The Story Workbench provides a user interface
for manually creating all the annotations described here, and enforces syntactic consistency
and well-formedness. The annotation tool, along with documentation and references fully
explaining the capabilities and usage of Story Workbench, may be downloaded online2 and
used for other annotation projects involving ProppML.
4.3 Annotator Training
As discussed previously, annotation was done in a double-blind manner by two highly-trained
annotators. Both annotators were students at Harvard University in Cambridge, MA3 To
begin we trained the annotators for three weeks where the annotators were first asked to read
Propp’s book from start to finish, and then asked to annotate the Magic Swan Geese tale,
the analysis of which is explained in detail in Propp’s book [39, pp. 96–99]. Reading the book
and the initial annotation of the Magic Swan Geese took approximately 20 hours total. The
annotators were then brought together then with the adjudicator for a three-hour meeting to
discuss any questions and compare their annotations. The adjudicator was already highly
trained in Propp’s system: he was one of the original annotators who helped produce the first
set of Propp annotations [13], and was also a Ph.D. student in English literature at Harvard
University. After the annotators received feedback on their annotations, they re-did their
annotations on the Magic Swan Geese and had another meeting (another 10 hours total). At
this point agreement was very good, and annotation of the remainder of the data began.
Annotators were also trained separately in the operation of the Story Workbench, which
took approximately one hour.
2 http://projects.csail.mit.edu/workbench
3 The study was begun while Dr. Finlayson was a researcher at MIT, also in Cambridge.
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Table 1 Annotation agreement measures for all stories. F s1 is the strict F1 measure, F i1 is the
identification F1 measure, and F g1 is the grouping F1 measure. κsym is the Fleiss Kappa score for
primary function symbols and κdp is the Fleiss Kappa score for dramatis personae markings. The
cumulative measures are the microaverages of the scores in the rest of the column.
Dramatis
Functions Moves Personae
# English Title F s1 F i1 κsym F s1 F g1 F s1 F i1 κdp
148 Nikita the Tanner 0.80 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00
113 The Magic Swan Geese 0.33 0.83 0.93 0.00 0.70 0.74 0.93 0.48
163 Bukhtan Bukhtanovich 0.00 0.70 0.66 0.00 0.57 0.67 0.67 0.37
162 The Crystal Mountain 0.41 0.69 1.00 0.50 0.69 0.73 0.73 0.47
151 Sharbarsha the Laborer 0.22 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.72 0.67 0.67 0.35
152 Ivanko the Bear’s Son 0.24 0.82 0.67 0.00 0.55 0.86 0.86 0.62
131 Frolka Stay-at-Home 0.40 0.80 1.00 0.50 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.77
108 Ivashko and The Witch 0.29 0.79 1.00 0.00 0.78 0.89 1.00 0.73
145 The Seven Simeons 0.12 0.71 0.80 0.00 0.63 0.95 0.95 0.76
135 Ivan Popyalov 0.10 0.76 1.00 0.00 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.38
149 Serpent & Gypsy 0.10 0.57 0.57 0.00 0.39 0.67 1.00 0.36
114 Prince Danila Govorila 0.21 0.72 0.92 0.00 0.70 0.75 1.00 0.46
127 Merchant’s Daughter 0.21 0.71 1.00 0.00 0.63 0.73 1.00 0.50
140 Dawn, Evening, & Midnight 0.33 0.73 0.90 0.00 0.63 0.95 0.95 0.88
154 Runaway Soldier & the Devil 0.27 0.73 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.89 0.86 0.76
Cumulative 0.27 0.76 0.92 0.11 0.67 0.82 0.88 0.63
4.4 Annotation Procedure
Annotation of the texts after the Magic Swan Geese was performed at a rate of approximately
2,000 words/week, with annotators spending approximately 7 hours a week annotating, and
3 hours/week in an adjudication meeting. Therefore, after the initial training period of 30
hours, the annotators spent approximately 9 weeks annotating, and each annotator spent a
total of approximately 120 hours on the project. The adjudicator spent approximately 24
hours on the project, not counting the annotation that he performed in previous years (which
constituted, at a minimum, approximately 100 hours of work). During each adjudication
meeting disagreements between the annotators were discussed, and additional discussion
of subtleties of Propp’s system was held as needed. Further, a gold standard marking was
produced by the team. Thus, the project produced three sets of marked texts: one marked
by annotator 1, another marked by annotator 2, and a gold-standard set corrected by the
adjudicator. If the team had a disagreement that could not be resolved, they consulted the
project manager4.
5 Agreement Results
The agreement between the annotators was assessed for each of functions, moves, and
dramatis personae in several ways.
For functions, we report two F1 measures: a ‘strict’ F1 which requires the annotator
markings to be exactly the same in every aspect; and an ‘identification’ F1 that marks
4 Dr. Finlayson managed the project.
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agreement if there is any overlap at all between two annotator’s marked instances. Agreements
are reported for each text individually, as well as microaveraged over the whole corpus. As
would be expected, the strict F1 result is low (0.27), as any disagreement at all (including
disagreement over the exact extent of a function, which might include several hundred tokens)
gives a penalty. However, the identification measure measures agreement by performing a
“best effort” alignment, where function markings that agree exactly are paired off, and then
function markings are then paired off in descending order of degree of overlap. This measure
of agreement is very good (0.76), especially considering the complexity of Propp’s system.
We also report the Fleiss kappa for identification of the primary function symbols.
Although annotators were given the list of functions to mark on the texts, they were allowed
to change the symbol identity or subtype if they felt necessary. However, this was not
necessary in most cases, as the microaveraged kappa was a “near perfect” 0.92.
For moves, we report a strict and a ‘grouping’ F1 measure, where the latter measures
an F1 measure calculated between the function instances involved in moves (rather than
the moves as a whole, as for the strict measure). Because these tales were single move,
these measures assess only how well annotators marked functions as either “preparatory” or
“normal”; as described in our annotation scheme (§3.2), preparatory functions are contained
within their own move. ‘Grouping’ F1 agreement was good at 0.67.
For dramatis personae, we report a strict and a identification F1 measures, as well as
Fleiss kappa for assignment of dramatis personae labels. The identification F1 measure
marks whether the annotators agreed on whether a character was a dramatis personae, not
necessarily on the label(s). Both cumulative F1 measures are quite high, at 0.82 and 0.88 for
the strict and identification, respectively. The cumulative Fleiss Kappa agreement was good
at 0.63.
Given these high measures, especially the cumulative F1 measures, it is evident that
Propp’s morphology can reliably be applied to narrative texts by human annotators.
6 Related Work
One of the most notable attempts to annotate Proppian morphologies is the Proppian Fairy
Tale Markup Language (PftML) [35]. Malec discusses the method and difficulties encountered
while creating his annotation scheme and applying it parts of 20 Russian magic tales, but
the work is hard to assess as it does not include examples of annotation nor a description of
the annotation scheme in the version available online [35]. PftML, as described, does not
appear to handle the annotation of implicit functions nor the annotation of dramatis personae
and Proppian moves. Further work on PftML brings in additional linguistic information
[30, 7] and includes brief examples of annotation, but does not appear to support signals
nor discontinuous regions representing functions. Recent work on PftML looks towards the
possibility of automatically classifying and annotating Russian folktales [34].
Work in story generation has resulted in ProppOnto, an OWL ontology based on Propp’s
morphology [38]. Peinado et al. explicitly state that their system is not intended to
be complete (p. 6) and appear to use the system solely for story generation rather than
annotation.
Recent work by Lendvai et al. [29, 30] attempts to integrate PftML and ProppOnto
together with linguistic information, demonstrating an approach to enrich both schemes.
Currently, this work appears to be a proposal, with it being unclear whether or not work has
proceeded in this integration. Further, this integration does not alleviate some of the issues
that PftML and ProppOnto suffer from as annotation schemes.
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Work by Bod et al. [4] is the work most suited to direct comparison with our results:
they directly studied the reproducibility of Proppian narrative annotations. Bod’s study
was split into two trials. The first study consisted of nine students who were briefed for 45
minutes, given a small handout describing the functions and dramatis personae, and asked
to annotated four single-move stories with functions, subfunctions, and dramatis personae.
The second study was similar to the first, but omitted subfunctions, had dramatis personae
already assigned, and only had six participants [4, pp. 18–20]. Bod et al. concluded that the
dramatis personae had an important effect on the assignment of functions. Further, they
conclude from the first study that dramatis personae cannot be reliably annotated and from
the second study that even given the dramatis personae, human annotators cannot reliably
annotate some functions (p. 20).
While Bod et al. state that their previous suggestion of a large-scale study to determine
how reliably humans can apply Proppian morphology to narratives is “not worthwhile” (p. 21),
they themselves admit that making Propp’s “vague descriptions” (p. 20) understandable to
annotators may require more time and training than they were given in the study. Bod et al.
suggest that a property necessary for a formal framework to be the basis of an automated
system is that sufficiently trained human annotators will annotate a narrative in the same
way (p. 17). We believe that our study has sufficiently addressed the training shortcoming
identified by Bod et al., by giving annotators more than 30 hours training, as well as another
90 hours of time to produce annotations.
6.1 Use of Propp in Story Generation
A substantial amount of work has been built on top of Propp’s morphology in the field
of story generation. Some of the first work using Propp to generate stories was done by
Klein et al. [27, 28], creating a system capable of generating folktale text based on Propp’s
morphology.
Grasbon and Braun [24] describe an implementation of an interactive story-telling system
that used the dependencies and sequences inherent in Propp’s functions to generate narratives
from pre-written scenarios for each function.
Arinbjarnar [3] describes the creation of a murder mystery game engine based on a
Bayesian network designed with a morphology similar to Propp’s morphology. Also in games,
Fairclough and Cunningham’s work [10, 11, 12] integrates Proppian characters and character
functions into a game as part of a case-based planning and constraint satisfaction system
designed to make agents react appropriately to player actions while following a plot.
Thomas [42] describes two methods for generating folktales using Propp’s morphology.
The first method expands existing analyses of tales (called schemes by Thomas) and filling in
roles with random character. The second method attempts to generate fully-formed moves by
considering the sequential order of Propp’s functions and filling in subtypes for the functions
in the move.
Early work by Gervás uses ProppOnto [38] as part of a case-based reasoning system
to measure the semantic distance between situations and maintain “an independent story
structure from the simulated world” [22, p. 4]. Peinado and Gervás [37] also raise questions
about the creativity of narratives generated by Proppian morphology, determining that it is
possible to produce relatively novel narratives through generation, but admitting that more
experiments are needed. Newer work by Gervás describes the partial implementation of a
story generation prototype based on Propp’s morphology [21] and work by Gervás, León, and
Méndez [23] attempts to reconcile existing schemes with Proppian character functions and
extend a Propp-based generation system (Propper) to support schema-driven generation.
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7 Contributions
Propp’s morphology has had a deep impact in narratology, narrative understanding, and
computational approaches to narrative, especially in story generation. Propp’s work has
inspired and influenced a substantial body of work on narrative structure since its translation
into English. ProppML, the scheme we present here, is a complete annotation scheme for
Proppian morphologies, succeeding previous work on annotation schemes targeting Propp’s
work. We have produced a pilot corpus of annotated data larger than any previous study.
We have also shown that Propp’s morphology can be reliably applied by human annotators
to single-move tales with a cumulative agreement for functions of F i1 = 0.76 and κ = 0.92;
for moves, F g1 = 0.67; and for dramatis personae F s1 = 0.82, F i1 = 0.88, and κ = 0.6. The
definitions for how F i1, F
g
1 , and F s1 are calculated is given in §5.
Our work provides a powerful tool for the machine learning of Proppian morphologies.
Our lab has already used a prior version of the annotation scheme to demonstrate the machine
learning of Propp’s morphology [16]; our current version improves on this past scheme and
paves the way toward even more accurate systems in the future.
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A ProppML Detailed Specification
In this appendix we give a detailed description of the annotation scheme. Figure 1 shows an
excerpt from an annotated file (The Magic Swan Geese, tale #113). Each annotated file is
an XML document with the basic format shown in Figure 2
A Story Workbench annotated file represents a stand-off annotated text, with each
annotation layer encoded within a <rep> tag, standing for representation, which collects
together a set of annotations that all share an annotation scheme. Each representation has a
unique string identifier in reverse-domain-namespace form, e.g., edu.mit.story.char, and
contains multiple <desc> tags, each of which encodes a single annotation. As shown in
Figure 3, each annotation has three XML attributes: a unique id number (id), an offset (off),
and a length (len). The id number is unique among all the annotations in the document.
The offset refers to the starting character in the characters of the text to which the annotation
applies; the length attribute refers to the length of the annotation, in characters.
The first annotation layer of a Story Workbench file is always the Character layer, and
contains the text to be annotated in a description with id zero. All offsets and lengths for
annotations in the remainder of the document refer to the character content of this <desc>
tag (minus the first and last linebreak characters). The format of the character body of
each other <desc> tag in the document is determined by the BNF associated with its parent
representation. For example, in Figure 1, the representation layer corresponding to Propp’s
functions is begun by <rep id=“edu mit.semantics.rep.function” ver=“0.5.0”>. The
first annotation in this layer begins with <desc id=“2555” len=“73” off=“353”>. The
text that immediately follows that tag is formatted according to the BNF in §A.1.
All of the annotations that follow have fields that share a common structure relating to
marking spans of characters in the text, as shown in Figure 4. The general mechanism for
marking text spans is the segment, which is a sequence of consecutive tokens, with none
skipped. Segments may be brought together in a segment set to mark discontinuous spans.
Each segment is encoded as referring to a particular set of token annotation ids.
SegmentSet. A segment set contains zero, one, or more segments. Multiple segments in a
set are encoded as separated with commas.
Segment. Segment describe the set of contiguous tokens that make up a span of text.
Segments must contain at least one token, and each additional token is appended to the
segment encoding using a tilde.
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<!ATTLIST rep id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT desc (#CDATA)>
<!ATTLIST desc id ID #REQUIRED>
<!-- both len and off should be a non-negative integer -->
<!ATTLIST desc len CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST desc off CDATA #REQUIRED>
Figure 2 DTD that represents the high-level structure of a XML-formatted Story Workbench
annotation file.
<desc id="#" len="#" off="#">Annotation</desc>
Figure 3 Structure of a desc XML tag.
SegmentSet ::= "" | Segment | Segment "," SegmentSet
Segment ::= TokenID | TokenID "~" Segment
TokenID ::= <postive integer>
Figure 4 BNF for SegmentSets.
TokenID. Tokens are one of the lower levels of linguistic annotation that is performed
automatically by Story Workbench. TokenIDs refer to the automatically generated id that is
a part of the annotation for each token.
Note that in this BNF, the empty string ("") indicates that a segment set may be empty.
This convention is followed in the other BNFs below.
A.1 BNF for Propp’s Functions
Figure 5 shows the BNF for the annotation of functions. A function annotation is split at
it’s top level into a function tag and one or more instances.
FunctionTag. The function tag contains all the essential information about the function
we’re annotating: the function type, the function itself, the modifiers, and whether or not
the function is inverted.
FunctionType. The three types of functions are defined as follows: NORMAL functions are
those that are represented by roman letters in Propp’s work, as well as ↑ and ↓. The INITIAL
situation is the function α. Finally, PREPARATORY functions are those listed with other Greek
letters. Within a narrative, there may only be a single INITIAL situation, which may not be
inverted, has only one instance, has no signal, and has no inversion signal.
Symbol. Function symbols are listed in Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale, and can be
represented by any alphanumeric string containing the symbols [a-zA-Z0-9]. Those function
symbols that do not have a corresponding symbol in the alphanumeric character set are
written out (e.g. alpha, beta, up, down).
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Annotation ::= FunctionTag Instances
FunctionTag ::= FunctionType ":" PreSuperscript ":" Symbol
":" Inverted? ":" Subscript ":" Superscript





Inverted? ::= "true" | "false"
Instances ::= FuncInstance | FuncInstance Instances
FunctionInstance ::= InstanceType ":" Signal ":" InversionSignal ":" Extent




SegmentSet ::= "" | Segment | Segment "," SegmentSet
Segment ::= TokenID | TokenID "~" Segment
TokenID ::= <postive integer>
Figure 5 BNF for Propp’s functions. Unlisted non-terminals are explained below. <string>
means an alphanumeric string, possibly empty.
Superscript, Subscript, Presuperscript. Function subtype modifiers are also listed in
Propp’s monograph, and can be represented by any alphanumeric string containing the
symbols [a-zA-Z0-9]. Those modifiers symbols that do not have a corresponding key in the
alphanumeric character set may written out.
Inverted? Functions may be marked as “inverted,” meaning the function is fulfilled by
something semantically opposite of its usual filler, but this is not the same as negation. For
example, refusing to wed would be an inversion of W , but not getting caught is not an
inversion of Rs.
Instances. Functions have one or more function instances.
FunctionInstance. Each instance of function has four field: (1) the type, (2) the signal, (3)
the inversion signal, and (4) the extent.
InstanceType. Most function instances are explicit, in which case the instance type is
“ACTUAL”. However, for implicit instances, the closest logically related event is marked as
the extent of the instance. If the event happens directly before the function, the instance
type is “ANTECEDENT”, and if it occurs afterwards, the instance type is “SUBSEQUENT”.
If there is a tie between events, “ANTECEDENT” is preferred.
Signal. Instance signals are the single word or phrase that most strongly indicates the
presence of the function, usually a verb.
InversionSignal. Inversion signals are words that signal the inversion of a function, such as
“refused” or “not,” depending on the context.
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Annotation ::= MoveNum "|" Instances
MoveNum ::= <non-negative integer>
Instances ::= FunctionInstance | FunctionInstance "|" Instances
FunctionInstance ::= InstanceIndex "," FunctionID
InstanceIndex ::= <non-negative integer>
FunctionID ::= <positive integer>
Figure 6 BNF for Propp’s moves.
Extent. The extent of an instance should be the smallest region that covers the function.
The extent of an instance must cover, at the very least, all the signal words and the inversion
signal, if there is one. Extents can be continuous or discontinuous. If a verb is marked as a
signal, the core arguments to that verb should be included, but non-core arguments should
be excluded. Sentence-ending punctuation should only be included when the extent includes
the whole sentence or covers words on either side of the sentence boundary.
A.2 BNF for Propp’s Moves
Figure 6 shows the BNF for our annotation of moves within a folktale. A move is that part
of a tale characterized by starting with a lack or an act of villainy and ending with the
resolution of the lack or the defeat of the villain. A move comprises a move number and one
or more function instances.
MoveNum. Each move is given a non-negative integer. By convention, move 0 contains
the preparatory functions, including the initial function.
Instances. Each move may contain one more function instances. As noted in the body of
the paper, functions may have multiple instances that are part of different moves.
FunctionInstance. This refers to the specific instance of a function that is part of a move.
InstanceIndex. Each function instance is represented by two numbers: the id of the funciton
annotation of which it is a part, and the index of that function instance in the list of instances
for that function. Function instances are indexed starting at zero.
FunctionID. Functions are covered in Section A.1. The function id refers to the automati-
cally generated id for each function annotation. There can be multiple functions in a single
move, but there must always be at least one function in a move.
A.3 BNF for Propp’s Dramatis Personae
Figure 7 shows the BNF for dramatis personae. Dramatis personae annotations comprise a
label and a coreference bundle id.
DramatisPersonae. A string corresponding to one of the seven character archetypes defined
by Propp.
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Annotation ::= DramatisPersonae "|" CorefID
DramatisPersonae ::= "HERO" | "VILLAIN" | "DONOR" | "HELPER" | "PRINCESS" |
"DISPATCHER" | "FALSE HERO"
CorefID ::= <positive integer>
Figure 7 BNF for Propp’s dramatis personae.
CorefID. The coreference bundle id refers to the automatically generated id for each
coreference bundle annotation.
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